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An Overview of 25Live Publisher's Calendar Views
The following list is a comprehensive catalog of all possible Publisher spuds with a brief description, the default fields
for that spud, and an example image of the spud.  Clicking on the image will expand it to full-size so that you may
more accurately gauge how this spud will display in web browsers.

Main Calendar Spuds

SpudSpud DescriptionDescription Default FieldsDefault Fields ImageImage

3 Columns

A tabular format that includes
the calendar name with the
event information.  You have
control to set paging and event
grouping.

Title

Date

Location or
Venue

Description

May add
fields if
needed.

Classic Day
The full day's schedule for the
number of days you specify.
 This view pages by day.

Event Name

Location

Date/Time

https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c47a6af8fb779fa07484f/n/image2021-2-12-14-7-33.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c47bf0e21cf455c3f85ef/n/image2021-2-12-14-45-31.png
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Classic
Month

A standard calendar grid that
shows the current month and
pages by month.

Event Name

Date/Time

May append
additional
data to the
Event Name

Classic
Multi-Day

The full day's schedule for the
number of days you specify.
 This view also pages by day.

Event Name

Date/Time

Additional
Information
Provided in
a Pop-up
Window by
Hovering
Over Events

You control
how many
days are
viewable.

Classic
Multi-Week

Displays a multi-week grid that
looks similar to the Classic
Month calendar view but shows
the current week at the top and
pages by weeks.  You control the
number of weeks displayed.

Event Name

Date/Time

Additional
Information
Provided in
a Pop-up
Window by
Hovering
Over Events

SpudSpud DescriptionDescription Default FieldsDefault Fields ImageImage

https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c47dbd52b8e6d015e677c/n/image2021-2-12-15-19-2.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c47f0fe59c57a5948d85e/n/image2021-2-12-14-49-24.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c480527bc6b2e8577187a/n/image2021-2-12-14-54-32.png
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Classic
Table

Lists event information in a
simple table format.  You have
control of paging and event
grouping behavior in the
settings.

This view makes used of
Featured Event featured levelsFeatured Event featured levels
to style featured events
differently.

State Date

Start Time

Title

Location or
Venue

You may
add
additional
fields if
needed.

Classic
Week

A 7-day list that shows dates on
the left side and the event
description, location, time and
notes on the right side.  This
view pages by week.

Time Span

Title

Location or
Venue

Description

You may
add
additional
fields if
needed.

SpudSpud DescriptionDescription Default FieldsDefault Fields ImageImage

https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c4819aff89460cd3c7dab/n/image2021-2-15-13-25-50.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c482e016498776e4d522f/n/image2021-2-12-15-44-28.png
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Compact
List

Displays events in a list format
with less information than in the
full List calendar view.  You have
the ability to set paging and
event grouping.

Title

Location or
Venue

Time Span

You may
include
additional
fields if
needed.

Conference
Schedule

Displays events in day view
separated into separate columns
by location.  The view pages by
day.

Event Name

Date / Time

Location

Detail List -
Date

Displays a detailed list of events,
start date displayed at the top.

Event Title

Location

Event Name

Organization

Categories

Expected
Headcount

Event Image
- will float
left of the
information
if one has
been
provided for
the event.

SpudSpud DescriptionDescription Default FieldsDefault Fields ImageImage

https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c4844070c8b220d0f3f46/n/image2021-2-12-16-16-47.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c485c19de723b63464c2d/n/image2021-2-12-16-21-12.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c48728b9a7a11a36eebe7/n/image2021-2-12-16-24-39.png
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Detail List -
Title

Displays a detailed list of events
with the description displayed at
the top.

Event Title

Date/Time

Location

Event Name

Organization

Categories

Expected
Headcount

Event Image
- will float
left of the
information
if one has
been
provided for
the event.

Labeled
List - Date

Displays a detailed list of events
with the date displayed at the
top.  The fields are labeled.

Date

Event Title

Location

Event Name

Organization

Categories

Expected
Headcount

Labeled
List - Title

Displays a detailed list of events
with the description displayed at
the top.  The fields are labeled.

Event Title

Date/Time

Location

Event Name

Organization

Categories

Expected
Headcount

SpudSpud DescriptionDescription Default FieldsDefault Fields ImageImage

https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c488b63e8f0509d0b3204/n/image2021-2-12-16-27-42.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c489f60455241153381db/n/image2021-2-12-16-31-35.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c49c508e9607b474f06bb/n/image2021-2-12-16-34-19.png
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Linear Grid

Displays events in a grid format
where the x-axis is time and the
y-axis is events grouped by
mixed-in calendar.

Date

Event Name

Hovering
over an
event will
display
additional
information
regarding
the event.

List

Lists comprehensive event
information with the next event
at the top.  You may set paging
and event grouping for this
view. 

This view makes used of
Featured Event featured levelsFeatured Event featured levels
to style featured events
differently

Event Title

Date/Time

Location

List by
Month

Displays events grouped by
month in a sparse list layout.

Event Title

Date

SpudSpud DescriptionDescription Default FieldsDefault Fields ImageImage

https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c49dad0cf3c07b07cba04/n/image2021-2-12-16-37-42.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c49ed9316076d5f073056/n/image2021-2-15-13-27-53.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c4e52c52d0637143cd3e6/n/image2021-2-12-16-54-23.png
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Map

Displays events with locations
for which map links have been
defined as pushpins on a map.

This functionality is not availableThis functionality is not available
in 25Live and this calendar viewin 25Live and this calendar view
is not functional.is not functional.

News
Lists the most recent event on
top and past-occurring events
below it.

Event Title

Location or
Venue

Time Span

Description

Web Link

You may
include
additional
fields if
needed.

Photo
Events

Displays a detailed list of events
with one photo and a
summary/notes panel switch

Date/Time

Event Title

Event Image
- will float
left of the
information
if one has
been
provided for
the event.

Tile

Displays a grid of event tiles with
images and details.  Tiles can be
of fixed or variable size.  You are
able to set paging and event
grouping.

Event Title
or Name

Location

Date/Time

Event Image

Date Icon

SpudSpud DescriptionDescription Default FieldsDefault Fields ImageImage

https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c4e7278b79e158d0a4ba4/n/image2021-2-12-17-2-58.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c4e85229e522f6f1b9984/n/image2021-2-12-17-6-21.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c4e9ac17e3d0da1771a93/n/image2021-2-15-13-29-54.png
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Control Spuds
Control Spuds are used with the calendar view spud to alter the current state of the calendar view spud giving your
calendar's visitors some control over what they are viewing.

SpudSpud DescriptionDescription ImageImage

Calendar
List

This control allows the user to select which calendars to view in a mixed-in
calendar.

Filter This control provides a filter for users to apply to find events that interest them.
 Each filter is composed of between one (1) and five (5) individual filter fields.

Go to
Date This control allows the user to go to a date that the user enters.

Month
List

This control displays a list of months with events.  Selecting a month displays the
month's events in the main calendar spud.  Months without events are typically
grayed out using color settings to indicate that there are no events during that
month.  This control is normally positioned above the calendar view.

Search This control provides a search box for searching for content by keyword.

Timezone
Picker

This control allows the user to change the timezone in which events are
displayed.

View
Chooser

This control allows the user to select the current calendar view.  The control
presents the available calendar views in a drop-down list.

https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c4ff59c4ac0628d2a9911/n/image2021-2-15-9-53-19.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c5049d15119017e05aa1a/n/image2021-2-15-9-54-25-1.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c5057e2229b41f8722819/n/image2021-2-15-10-2-7.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c5068247cd326be22e8be/n/image2021-2-15-9-56-5.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c507a247cd326be22e8bf/n/image2021-2-15-9-57-13.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c508936483352e55a1fa5/n/image2021-2-15-9-58-58.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c50987352661df246ef46/n/image2021-2-15-10-3-23.png
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View
Chooser
Tabbed

This control allows the user to select the current calendar view.  The control is
presented as a series of tabs and normally will be positioned above the calendar
view.

SpudSpud DescriptionDescription ImageImage

Promotion Spuds
Promotion Spuds serve a useful role of providing a method for you to emphasize and make more prominent your
featured events.  Promotion spuds may be designed to only display events with certain featured levels or display
featured events as well as non-featured events.  Most of these spuds are meant to reside on a page separated from
the main calendar spud they are associated with and most are designed to fit in smaller regions.

SpudSpud DescriptionDescription Default FieldsDefault Fields ImageImage

Date
Finder

The Date Finder is a small month calendars used to select a specific
date and display a concise list of events on that date.

This spud is often found on the same page as Calendar View spuds.

No default fields.

User must hover
over a date to
see event fields.

Day
Summary

The Day Summary provides a summary list of events on a single day.  It
is also used as a popup on the date finder spud.

Date

Time

Event Title
or Name

Event
Slider

The Event Slider provides a table of upcoming events displaying the
event or detail image next to each event.  This slider is designed for
larger images.

Event Title
or Name

Date

Time

Location

Event or
Detail
Image

List by
Month
Upcoming

The List by Month Upcoming displays events grouped by month in a
sparse list layout.

Month

Date

Event Title
or Name

Photo
Upcoming

https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c50af9abf8533ae195a52/n/image2021-2-15-9-55-15.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c50c574f96c689c1afb0f/n/image2021-2-15-10-10-48-1.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c50d5147f0a32a704d1ea/n/image2021-2-15-10-13-13-2.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c50e6acd7946547446e82/n/image2021-2-15-13-17-19.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c50f74f15e46f1e1c029f/n/image2021-2-15-10-19-19.png
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Upcoming
Date
Table

The Upcoming Date Table displays a table of upcoming events
displaying the event date and title.

Date

Event Title
or Name

Upcoming
Events

The Upcoming Events display a list of upcoming events.  You can set
how many to display.  Visitors can click an event to go to the event
details.

Event Title
or Name

Date/Time

Location

Date Icon

Upcoming
Events
Crawler

The Upcoming Events Crawler is a banner that scrolls your next seven
days' worth of events from right to left across your screen.  Visitors can
click an event description to display the event details.

Event Title
or Name

Date/Time

Upcoming
Fader List

The Upcoming Fader List is a list of upcoming events that are faded
through one group at a time.  You control how many are displayed at
one time and how long they remain visible before fading to the next
group.  Visitors can click an event to go to event details.  This spud
allows you to get a larger number of events in a small region on your
web page.

Event Title
or Name

Date

Location

Upcoming
Grouped

The Upcoming Grouped is an upcoming event list grouped by
description and location.  The description is the event title or name.

Event Title
or Name

Location

Date/Time

Upcoming
Preview

The Upcoming Preview is a more detailed upcoming list view.  In
addition to event title (or name) it also displays some of the event
description from 25Live.

Date

Event Title
or Name

Event
Description

SpudSpud DescriptionDescription Default FieldsDefault Fields ImageImage

https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c510a6faf2a02e46661a5/n/image2021-2-15-10-21-49.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c512a9c3af31910674612/n/image2021-2-15-10-25-31.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c514032581763840df3a2/n/image2021-2-15-10-27-57.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c514e2a9aa51e316624f9/n/image2021-2-15-10-35-2.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c517445297c3bbf49dbd2/n/image2021-2-15-10-37-27.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c51845546ce06793cd142/n/image2021-2-15-13-19-20.png
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Upcoming
Table

The Upcoming Table is a table of upcoming events with customizable
columns and image support.

Date

Time

Event Title
or Name

Event
Image

Upcoming
Vertical
Crawler

The Upcoming Vertical Crawler is a list of upcoming events that crawl
vertically.  You control how many events are displayed at one time and
how long they remain visible before scrolling to the next group.  Visitors
can click an event to go to event details.  This spud allows you to get a
larger number of events in a small region of your web page.

Event Title
or Name

Date

Location

Event
Image

SpudSpud DescriptionDescription Default FieldsDefault Fields ImageImage

https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c5196d2090746922aa6a1/n/image2021-2-15-13-21-21.png
https://dyzz9obi78pm5.cloudfront.net/app/image/id/627c51a8845b6207995833f2/n/image2021-2-15-13-23-21.png

